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ORDER 

 

 

On appeal from: Kwa-Zulu Natal  Division of the High Court, Pietermaritzburg (Pillay 

J and Callum AJ sitting as a court of appeal): 

 

The appeal against the high court’s refusal of the appellant’s petition against 

conviction and sentence is dismissed. 

 

 
JUDGMENT 

 

 

Matojane AJA: (Seriti, Mathopo, Van der Merwe, Mocumie JJA and Matojane 

AJA Concurring): 

 

[1]    On 27 November 2013 the appellant was convicted in the Verulam Regional 

Court, Kwa-Zulu Natal (the trial court) on one count of robbery with aggravating 

circumstances involving the theft of a motor vehicle. The provisions of section s 

51(2)(a) of the Criminal Law Amendment Act 105 of 1997 (the Act) applied as the 

offence falls within the ambit of Part II of Schedule 2 of the Act. 

 

[2] The events that led to his conviction were as follows, On 13 June 2011 at or 

about 19h15, the complainant, Mr Ngcece and his partner, Ms Ntuli were seated in 

his parked motor vehicle at Congo area in Inanda township, with their baby in the 

back seat. They were accosted by two robbers at gunpoint who ordered them to 

alight from the vehicle.   Ms Ntuli got out of the vehicle and took the baby with her.  

Mr Ngcece was forced into the back seat of his motor vehicle and later dropped off 

after been driven for about 20 minutes. 
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[3] An hour after the robbery, while Mr Ngcece was making a statement at the 

police station, he saw the appellant and another male being brought into the charge 

office by the police. He immediately informed the police officer who was taking his 

statement that they are the persons who had earlier robbed him of his motor vehicle. 

Miss Ntuli also identified the appellant as one of the males who robbed them. 

 

 

[4]   The appellant was convicted and sentenced to undergo 15 years direct 

imprisonment. His application for leave to appeal against conviction and sentence 

was dismissed by the trial court. The appellant then applied to the Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Division of the High Court (the high court) in terms of s 309C of the Criminal 

Procedure Act 51 1977 (the Criminal Procedure Act) for such leave. The application 

was refused by two judges of the high court (Pillay J and Callum AJ concurring). 

 

[5]    The appellant, after that, petitioned this Court in terms of s 16(1)(b) of the 

Superior Court Act 10 of 2013 for special leave to appeal to this Court against the 

refusal of the high court to grant leave to appeal against the conviction and 

sentence. Two judges of this Court considered the application and granted the 

appellant special leave to appeal against the dismissal by the high court of his 

petition. 

 

[6] This Court in S v Khoasasa1  held that the refusal, by two judges of the 

provincial division, of leave to appeal was a ‘judgment or order’ or ‘a ruling’ of the 

court of the provincial division as intended in s 20(1) or s 21(1) of the Supreme Court 

Act 59 of 1959 (the Supreme Court Act) given by the high court on appeal to it. 

 

[7] The Court held that a petition for leave to appeal to a high court in terms of s 

309C of the Criminal Procedure Act was in effect an appeal against the refusal of 

leave to appeal by the magistrates’ court in terms of s 309B of the Criminal 

Procedure Act.  If this Court finds that there are reasonable prospects of the 

                                                 

1
 S v Khoasasa 2003 (1) SACR 123 (SCA) paras 14 and 19-22. 
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intended appeal against conviction and sentence succeeding, it must refer the matter 

back to the court a quo to hear the appeal on its merits. 

  

[8] In deciding whether leave to appeal should be granted, a court is required to 

consider whether there are reasonable prospects of success. This Court in S v 

Smith2 described the test to be applied as follows:  

 

‘What the test of reasonable prospects of success postulates is a dispassionate decision, 

based on the facts and the law, that a court of appeal could reasonably arrive at a 

conclusion different to that of the trial court. In order to succeed, therefore, the appellant 

must convince this court on proper grounds that he has prospects of success on appeal and 

that those prospects are not remote, but have a realistic chance of succeeding. More is 

required to be established than that there is a mere possibility of success, that the case is 

arguable on appeal or that the case cannot be categorised as hopeless. There must, in other 

words, be a sound, rational basis for the conclusion that there are prospects of success on 

appeal.’  

 

[9] It was submitted on behalf of the appellant that the trial magistrate should 

have attached little weight to the evidence of the Mr Ngcece and Ms Ntuli as the 

appellant and his former co-accused were allegedly paraded in front of them while 

they were at the police station busy reporting the incident and making statements. 

There is no merit in this submission. 

 

[10] Mr Ngcece’s identification of the appellant at the police station was 

spontaneous. Unlike in S v Carolus3, Mr Ngcece was not aware of the appellant’s 

arrest and that he was going to be brought to the police station before he identified 

him. His evidence that the appellant was still wearing the same clothes he wore an 

hour earlier during the robbery was not disputed.  

 

[11]  Ms Ntuli, testified that she used to see the appellant’s former co-accused  

when he came to buy chips in her neighbourhood. She could not have been 

                                                 

2 
S v Smith 2012 (1) SACR 567 (SCA) at para 7. See also S v Kruger 2014 (1) SACR 647 (SCA) para 

2 . 
3
 S v Carolus [2008] ZASCA 14; [2008] 3 All 321 (SCA); 2008 (2) SACR 207 (SCA). 
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mistaken about his identity as she knew him previously, this was confirmed under 

cross-examination when it was put to Mr Ngcece that appellant’s co-accused knew 

him and Ms Ntuli. The appellant and his co-accused were arrested together.  Ms 

Ntuli, independently of Mr Ngcece, saw the appellant and his co-accused as they 

were being brought into the police station and identified them to the police.  She 

testified that she recognised the appellant by his grey jersey or jacket, face and bald 

head. Her identification of the appellant and his co-accused cannot be faulted.  In R 

v Dladla4 , Holmes JA observed that:  

‘One of the factors which in our view is of greatest importance in a case of identification is 

the witness’ previous knowledge of the person sought to be identified. If the witness knows 

the person well or has seen him frequently before, the probability that his identification will 

be accurate is substantially increased . . . In a case where the witness has known the person 

previously, questions of identification . . . of facial characteristics, and of clothing are in our 

view of much less importance than in cases where there was no previous acquaintance with 

the person sought to be identified. What is important is to test the degree of previous 

knowledge and the opportunity for a correct identification, having regard to the 

circumstances in which it was made.’  

 

[12] It was submitted further on behalf of the appellant that the two arresting 

officers, Warrant Officer Chiya and  Sergeant Dunga contradicted each other on 

material issues which showed that they were fabricating their evidence as the 

appellant and his co-accused were never anywhere near the hijacked vehicle. The 

most serious contradiction between their evidence alleged by the appellant is that 

Chiya said the vehicles were found in an open area where there were no houses 

close by, and Dunga said the vehicles were on the road and parked abreast and 

were blocking the road. 

  

[13] The alleged contradiction is immaterial as the vehicles were found stationery 

on the side of an unmarked gravel road. Warrant Officer Chiya and Sergeant Dunga 

were stationed at the Durban Dog Unit and did not know the appellant and his co-

accused for them to falsely implicate them in the commission of this offence. Within 

an hour of receiving a report on the radio of a hijacking of a black Mazda 3, they 

                                                 

4  R v Dladla 1962 (1) SA 307 (A) at 310C-E. 
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spotted the said vehicle with the appellant and his co-accused seated inside. The 

appellant jumped outside and ran to his co-accused’s Audi which was parked next to 

the Mazda 3. Sergeant Chiya arrested the appellant and found the keys of the 

hijacked vehicle in his possession. The appellant never disputed that the vehicle was 

started with its keys. 

 

[14] If soon after the commission of a crime, a person is found in possession of the 

stolen goods, that person is called upon to give an explanation of it which is not 

unreasonable or improbable. In terms of the doctrine of recent possession upon 

proof of unexplained possession of recently stolen property, the court may draw an 

inference that the possessor knew that the property was obtained in the commission 

of an offence or offences incidental to it. In Mothwa v The State5 this court re-stated 

the doctrine of recent possession as follows: 

‘The doctrine of recent possession permits the court to make the inference that the 

possessor of the property knew that the property was obtained in the commission of an 

offence and in certain instances was also a party to the initial offence. The court must be 

satisfied that (a) the accused was found in possession of the property; (b) the item was 

recently stolen. When considering whether to draw such an inference, the court must have 

regard to factors such as the length of time that passed between the possession and the 

actual offence, the rareness of the property, the readiness with which the property can or is 

likely to pass to another person.’ 

 

 [15] In the present case, the doctrine of recent possession is strengthened by the 

shortness of the interval between the robbery and the arrest of the appellant. He was 

found in possession of the keys of the stolen vehicle within an hour of the robbery 

and has failed to explain his possession. This strong evidence together with the 

identification of the appellant and his co-accused by the Mr Ngcece and Ms Ntuli 

constitute proof beyond reasonable doubt that the appellant had knowledge of the 

robbery and was privy to it. 

 

[16] The appellant’s version is demonstrably false. He would have the court 

believe that despite being suspects in an armed robbery case, the police did not 

                                                 

5  Mothwa v The State [2015] ZASCA 143; 2016 (2) SACR 489 para 8. 
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handcuff him. They just placed him, and his co-accused at the back of an open and 

unsecured van belonging to a private security company covered them with a plastic 

material and took them to the police station and falsely implicated them in an armed 

robbery.   

 

[17]  His assertion that he and his co-accused were never anywhere near the 

hijacked vehicle is false as the police would not have had the keys to start the Mazda 

3 and drive it to the police station together with the appellant and his co-accused. 

 

[18] I turn now to consider the sentence imposed. This Court stated in S v Malgas6 

that: 

‘A court exercising appellate jurisdiction cannot, in the absence of material misdirection by 

the trial court, approach the question of sentence as if it were the trial court, and then 

substitute the sentence arrived at by it simply because it prefers it. To do so would be to 

usurp the sentencing discretion of the trial court’  

 

[18] The sentence is 15 years’ imprisonment for armed robbery is ordained by the 

legislature and cannot be departed from lightly or for flimsy reasons. It follows that in 

the absence of any misdirection by the trial court this court is not at large to interfere 

with the sentence imposed by the trial court.  

 

[19]    For these reasons I find that the appellant has failed to convince this court that 

he has reasonable prospects of success on appeal. In the result the following order 

is made: 

 

The appeal against the high court’s refusal of the appellant’s petition against 

conviction and sentence is dismissed. 

 

  

 

_______________________  

KE Matojane 

                                                 

6 S v Malgas 2001 (1) SACR 469 (SCA) at 478D-E. 
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Acting Judge of Appeal 
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